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Abstract. In this paper we review our recent results on limit theorems and absorption problems
for the one-dimensional quantum random walk determined by 2 2 unitary matrix.
1 Introduction
The classical random walk on the line is the motion of a particle located on the set of integers.
The particle moves at each step either one step to the left with probability p or one step
to the right with probability q = 1− p: The directions of dierent steps are independent of
each other. This classical random walk is often called the Bernoulli random walk. In the
presnet paper, we consider quantum variations of the Bernoulli random walk and refer to
such processes as quantum random walks here.
Recently, in discrete-time and continuous-time quantum random walks, various problems
have been widely investigated by a number of groups in connection with quantum computing.
Examples include Aharonov et al. (2001), Ambainis et al. (2001), Bach et al. (2002), Brun,
Carteret and Ambainis (2002), Childs, Farhi and Gutmann (2002), Du¨r et al. (2002), Kempe
(2002), Kendon and Tregenna (2002), Konno (2002a, 2002b), Konno, Namiki and Soshi
(2002), Konno, Namiki, Soshi and Sudbury (2002), Leroux (2002), Mackay et al. (2002),
Moore and Russell (2001), Travaglione and Milburn (2002), Yamasaki, Kobayashi and Imai
(2002). For a more general setting including quantum cellular automata, see Meyer (1996).
In this review paper we present our recent results on limit theorems and absorption
probabilities on the one-dimensional quantum random walk X’n at time n starting from
initial qubit state ’ determined by 2  2 unitary matrix U using our PQRS method. This
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 treats the denition of the quantum random walk
and explains the PQRS method. In Section 3, we give a characteristic function of the
quantum random walk by using the PQRS method. Section 4 is devoted to a new type of
limit theorems for the Hadamard walk. Sections 5 and 6 contain known facts and our results
on absorption problems based on the PQRS method.
Key words and phrases. Quantum random walk, the Hadamard walk, limit theorems, absorption prob-
lems.
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2 Definition and PQRS Method
The time evolution of the one-dimensional quantum random walk studied here is given by






where a; b; c; d 2 C and C is the set of complex numbers. So we have
jaj2 + jbj2 = jcj2 + jdj2 = 1; ac + bd = 0;
c = −4b; d = 4a
where z is a complex conjugate of z 2 C and 4 = det U = ad− bc: We should note that the
unitarity of U gives j4j = 1:
The quantum random walk is a quantum generalization of the classical random walk
with an additional degree of freedom called the chirality. The chirality takes values left and
right, and means the direction of the motion of the particle. The evolution of the quantum
random walk is given by the following way. At each time step, if the particle has the left
chirality, it moves one step to the left, and if it has the right chirality, it moves one step to
the right.
At any time n the distribution of the location of the particle is dened by a 2-vector
2 C2 at each location Z. The probability the particle is at location i is given by the square
of the modulus of the vector at i. If fvi(n)g dene the distribution at time n, then













We see U = P + Q: The unitarity of U ensures that the distribution always denes a
probability distribution for the location.
More precisely, the unitary matrix U acts on two chirality states jLi and jRi:
jLi ! ajLi + cjRi
jRi ! bjLi + djRi












U jLi = ajLi+ cjRi
U jRi = bjLi + djRi
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The simplest and well-studied example of a quantum random walk is the Hadamard walk









The dynamics of this walk corresponds to that of the symmetric random walk in the classical
case. However symmetry of the Hadamard walk depends heavily on the initial qubit state,








where 0    1. Note that  = 1=2 is the Hadamard walk, that is, H = H(1=2).
In the present paper, the study on the dependence of some important quantities (e.g.,
characterictic function, absorption probability) on initial qubit state is one of the essential








2 C2 : jj2 + jj2 = 1
}
Let X’n be the quantum random walk at time n starting from initial qubit state ’ 2 
with X’0 = 0: In contrast with classical random walks, X
’
n can not be written as X
’
n =
Y1 +   + Yn where Y1; Y2; : : : are independent and identically distributed random variables.












We should remark that P; Q; R; and S form an orthonormal basis of the vector space of
complex 2  2 matrices M2(C) with respect to the trace inner product hAjBi = tr (AB)
where means the adjoint operator. Therefore we can express any 22 matrix A conveniently
in the form,
A = tr(P A)P + tr(QA)Q + tr(RA)R + tr(SA)S(2.1)
We call the analysis based on P; Q; R; and S the PQRS method.
The n  n unit and zero matrices are written In and On respectively. For instance, if
A = I2, then
I2 = aP + dQ + cR + bS(2.2)
The next table of products of P; Q; R; and S is very useful in computing some quantities:
P Q R S
P aP bR aR bP
Q cS dQ cQ dS
R cP dR cR dP
S aS bQ aQ bS
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where PQ = bR, for example. Leroux (2002) pointed out that if we let e1 = P=a; e2 = Q=d
with abcd 6= 0, then e1 and e2 satisfy e1e2e1 = e1 and e2e1e2 = e2 where  = bc=ad. The
algebra generated by e1 and e2 is the ei algebra (see Jones (1991), for example).
3 Characteristic Function
This section gives a combinatorial expression of the characteristic function of the quantum
random walk X’n . To study P (X
’
n = k) for n + k = even, we need to know the following




P l1Qm1P l2Qm2   P lnQmn
since
P (X’n = k) = j(l; m)’j2
Since P; Q; R; and S are a basis for the set of 22 matrices with complex valued components,
(l; m) has the following form:
(l; m) = pn(l; m)P + qn(l; m)Q + rn(l; m)R + sn(l; m)S
Next problem is to obtain explicit forms of pn(l; m); qn(l; m); rn(l; m); and sn(l; m). The
above example of n = l + m = 4 case, we have
(4; 0) = a3P; (3; 1) = 2abcP + a2bR + a2cS; (2; 2) = bcdP + abcQ + abdR + bc2S;
(1; 3) = 2bcdQ + bd2R + cd2S; (2; 2) = d3Q
So, for example,
p4(3; 1) = 2abc; q4(3; 1) = 0; r4(3; 1) = a
2b; s4(3; 1) = a
2c
In general case, the next key lemma is obtained. As for a detailed proof, see Konno
(2002b).
LEMMA 1 Suppose that l; m  0 with l + m = n and abcd 6= 0, then we have
(i) for l ^m  1,



























(ii) for l(= n)  1; m = 0,
(l; 0) = an−1P
(iii) for l = 0; m(= n)  1,
(0; m) = dn−1Q
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By using Lemma 1, we obtain a combinatorial expression for the characteristic function
of X’n as follows (see Konno (2002a, 2002b)).
THEOREM 2 When abcd 6= 0, we have
E(eiX
ϕ





























n− k − 1
γ − 1
)(








f(n− k)2jaj2 + k2jbj2 − k(γ + )gjj2





f(n− k)2jbj2 + k2jaj2 − (n− k)(γ + )gjj2





















k2 − (n− k)2









































where [x] is the integer part of x and I(x; y) = 1 (resp: = 0) if x = y (resp: x 6= y).
We should remark that the above expression of the characteristic function is not uniquely
determined. From this theorem, we have the mth moment of X’n in the standard fashion.
When m is even, E((X’n )
m) is independent of initial qubit state ’. Therefore a parity law
of the mth moment can be derived from the above theorem. For more details, see Konno
(2002b).
5
4 Limit Theorems for the Hadamard Walk
In this section, we give a new type of limit theorems for the Hadamard walk as an application
of our results given in the previous section. Results here appear in Konno (2002a, 2002b).
From Theorem 2, we have the characteristic function of the Hadamard walk as follows:

























n− k − 1
γ − 1
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f(n− k)2 + k2 − n(γ + ) + 4γg cos((n− 2k))






































nfn− 2(γ + )g+ 8γ
]
By the above theorem, we give the mean and the 2nd moment of the Hadamard walk:
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n− k − 1
γ − 1
)(





(n− k)2 + k2 − n(γ + ) + 4γ
}]
Moreover, Konno, Namiki and Soshi (2002) obtained the necessary and sucient conditions
of the symmetry of distribution of X’n for any time step n in the following way:
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THEOREM 4 For the Hadamard walk, we have













’ 2  : jΨ(n)k (’)j = jΨ(n)−k(’)j for any n 2 Z+ and k 2 Z
}
0 = f’ 2  : E(X’n ) = 0 for any n 2 Z+g
and Z+ = f0; 1; : : :g:
The above result can be extended to H() case (0 <  < 1) by using the explicit forms of
P (X’n = k) and E(X
’
n ).
From now on, we consider limit theorems for the Hadamard walk. We begin with intro-
ducing the Jacobi polynomial P ;n (x), where P
;
n (x) is orthogonal on [−1; 1] with respect
to (1 − x)(1 + x) with ;  > −1. By using the Jacobi polynomial, Theorem 3 can be












































































Using an asymptotic result on the Jacobi polynomial P +an;+bnn (x) derived by Chen and











x(1− x)p−8x2 + 8x− 1dx





(2x− 1) sin((1− 2x))











So the continuity theorem gives
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THEOREM 5 If −p2=2 < a < b < p2=2, then as n !1,
P (a  X’n =n  b) !
∫ b
a
1− (jj2 − jj2 +  + )x
(1− x2)p1− 2x2 dx
for any initial qubit state ’ = t[; ].
The above density function is denoted by f(x; ’). For the classical symmetric random
walk Y on starting from the origin, the well-known central limit theorem implies that if −1 <
a < b < 1, then as n !1,
P (a  Y on =
p













2] (symmetric case), then we have the following quantum version of the de
Moivre-Laplace limit theorem: if −p2=2 < a < b < p2=2, then as n !1,





So there is a remarkable dierence between the quantum random walk X’n and the classical





2]. The above limit theorem can be





2)=2 = 0:54119 : : :
where sd(X) is the standard deviation of X. This rigorous result reveals that numerical
simulation result 3/5 = 0.6 given by Travaglione and Milburn (2002) is not so accurate.
As in a similar way, when we take ’ = t[0; ei] where  2 [0; 2) (asymmetric case), we
see that if −p2=2 < a < b < p2=2, then as n !1,






E(X’n )=n ! (2−
p




2− 1)=2 = 0:45508 : : :
When ’ = t[0; 1] ( = 0), Ambainis et al. (2001) gave the same result. In the paper, they took
two approaches, that is, the Schro¨dinger approach and the path integral approach. However
their result comes mainly from the Schro¨dinger approach by using a Fourier analysis. The
details on the derivation based on the path integral approach is not so clear compared with
our paper, Konno (2002b).
In another asymmetric case ’ = t[ei; 0] where  2 [0; 2), a similar argument implies
that if −p2=2 < a < b < p2=2, then as n !1,








Note that f(−x; t[ei; 0]) = f(x; t[0; ei]) for any x 2 (−p2=2;p2=2). So as for the mth
moment of a limit distribution, we have the same results as in the previous case ’ = t[0; ei].




2− 1)=2 = 0:45508 : : : :
Simulation result 0.4544  0.0012 in Mackay et al. (2002) (their case is  = 0) is consistent
with our rigorous result.
5 Absorption Problems
From now on we consider absorption problems for quantum random walks located on the sets
f0; 1; : : : ; Ng or f0; 1; : : :g. Results in Sections 5 and 6 appear in Konno, Namiki, Soshi and
Sudbury (2002). Before we move to a quantum case, rst we describe the classical random
walk on a nite set f0; 1; : : : ; Ng with two absorption barriers at locations 0 and N (see
Grimmett and Stirzaker (1992), Durrett (1999), for examples). The particle moves at each
step either one step to the left with probability p or one step to the right with probability
q = 1 − p until it hits one of the absorption barriers. The directions of dierent steps are
independent of each other. The classical random walk starting from k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Ng at
time n is denoted by Y kn here. Let
Tm = minfn  0 : Y kn = mg




k = Pk(T0 < TN )
be the probability that the particle hits 0 starting from k before it arrives at N . The
absorption problem is well known as the Gambler’s ruin problem.
Let 
(N)
k (n) be the sum over possible paths for which the particle hits 0 at time n starting
from k before it arrives at N . For example:

(5)
2 (4) = P
2QP + P 3Q = abcP + a2bR;(5.3)

(5)
1 (3) = P
2Q = abR; 
(5)
3 (3) = P
3 = a2P;(5.4)
The probability that the particle hits 0 at time n starting from k before it arrives at N is
P
(N)
k (n; ’) = j(N)k (n)’j2(5.5)









Now we review some results and conjectures on absorption problems related to this paper
for quantum random walks in one dimension.
In the case of U = H (the Hadamard walk), when N = 1, that is, when the state space

































































The second result was conjectured by Yamasaki, Kobayashi and Imai (2002).
When N is nite, the following conjecture by Ambainis et al. (2001) is still open for the












t[0; 1]) + 2
(N  1); P (1)1 (t[0; 1]) = 0:














However in contrast with P
(1)
1 (






t[0; 1]) = 1=
p
2
Let T0 be the rst hitting time to 0. We consider the conditional mth moment of T0 start-
ing from k = 1 given the event fT0 < 1g, that is, E(1)1 ((T0)mjT0 < 1) = E(1)1 ((T0)m; T0 <
1)=P (1)1 (T0 < 1). We are not aware of results concerning E(1)1 ((T0)mjT0 < 1) having
been published, however we will give such a result in the next section.
6 Our Results
First we begin with the classical case. In this case, to obtain P
(N)












0 = 1; P
(N)
N = 0(6.9)
To consider a similar equation even in the quantum case and to use the PQRS method are
our basic strategy.
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From now on we focus on 1  k  N − 1 case. So we consider only n  1 case. Noting
that fP; Q; R; Sg is a basis of M2(C), (N)k (n) can be written as

(N)
k (n) = p
(N)
k (n)P + q
(N)
k (n)Q + r
(N)
k (n)R + s
(N)
k (n)S
From the denition of 
(N)
k (n), it is easily shown that there exist only two types of paths,
that is, P : : : P and P : : :Q, since we consider only a hitting time to N before it arrives at
0. Therefore we see that q
(N)
k (n) = s
(N)
k (n) = 0 (n  1).
We assume N  3. Noting that the denition of (N)k (n), we have

(N)
k (n) = 
(N)
k−1(n− 1)P + (N)k+1(n− 1)Q (1  k  N − 1)
The above equation is a quantum version of the dierence equation, i.e., Eq. (6.8) for the
classical random walk. As an example, see Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). Then we have
p
(N)
k (n) = ap
(N)
k−1(n− 1) + cr(N)k−1(n− 1)
r
(N)
k (n) = bp
(N)
k+1(n− 1) + dr(N)k+1(n− 1)
Next we consider boundary condition related to Eq. (6.9) in the classical case. When
k = N ,
P
(N)
N (0; ’) = j(N)N (0)’j2 = 0
for any ’ 2 . So we take (N)N (0) = O2, i.e.,
p
(N)
N (0) = r
(N)
N (0) = 0
If k = 0, then
P
(N)
0 (0; ’) = j(N)0 (0)’j2 = 1
for any ’ 2 . So we choose (N)N (0) = I2. From Eq. (2.2), we have
p
(N)
0 (0) = a; q
(N)
0 (0) = d; r
(N)
0 (0) = c; s
(N)






































































k (n; ’) = C1(n)jj2 + C2(n)jj2 + 2<(C3(n))
where <(z) is the real part of z 2 C, ’ = t[; ] 2  and
C1(n) = jap(N)k (n) + cr(N)k (n)j2
C2(n) = jbp(N)k (n) + dr(N)k (n)j2
C3(n) = (ap
(N)









k (’), we introduce generating functions of p
(N)
k (n) and r
(N)


















By Eq. (6.10), we have
p
(N)












Solving these, we see that both p
(N)
k (z) and r
(N)
























k (z) = 0
From the characteristic equations with respect to the above recurrences, we have the same




42z4 + 24(1− 2jaj2)z2 + 1
24az
where 4 = det U = ad− bc.
From now on we consider mainly U = H (the Hadamard walk) case with N = 1.
Remark that the denition of 
(1)
1 (n) gives p
(1)
1 (n) = 0(n  2) and p(1)1 (1) = 1. So we have
p
(1)
1 (z) = z. Moreover noting limk!1 p
(1)
k (z) < 1, the following explicit form is obtained:
p
(1)





−1 +pz4 + 1
z
k−1+




2z: Therefore for k = 1, we have r
(1)
1 (z) = (−1+
p
z4 + 1)=z.














for any initial qubit state ’ = t[; ] 2 .
This result is a generalization of Eq. (5.6) given by Ambainis et al. (2001). From Eq.
(6.11), we get (4− )=  P (1)1 (’)  1.
Moreover we obtain a result on the conditional mth moment of the rst hitting time
















mjT0 < 1) = 1 (m  2)
Next we consider a nite N case. By using boundary conditions: p
(N)
1 (z) = z and
r
(N)
N−1(z) = 0, we see that p
(N)




















k (z) = Cz(
k−N+1





(−1)N−2(N−3+ − N−3− )(6.14)

{
(N−2+ − N−2− )2 −
zp
2
(N−2+ − N−2− )(N−3+ − N−3− )− (−1)N−3(+ − −)2
}−1
Ez = − z
2(N−2+ − N−2− )
[
2(−1)N−3(+ − −)(N−3+ − N−3− )(6.15)

{
(N−2+ − N−2− )2 −
zp
2
(N−2+ − N−2− )(N−3+ − N−3− )− (−1)N−3(+ − −)2
}−1








k (’) = C1jj2 + C2jj2 + 2<(C3)
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k (z) and r
(N)
k (z) satisfy Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13), and Cz and Ez satisfy Eqs. (6.14)
and (6.15).
Here we consider U = H (the Hadamard walk), ’ = t[; ] and k = 1. From Theorem 9,
noting that p
(N)
1 (z) = z for any N  2, we have

















1 (z) = 0; r
(3)
1 (z) = z
3=(2− z2) and for N  4
r
(N)


















; +− = −1
In particular, when ’ = t[0; 1] = jRi; k = 1 and N = 2; : : : ; 6 cases, the above corollary
implies that the values P
(N)
1 (
t[0; 1]) (N = 2; : : : ; 6) satisfy the conjecture given by Eq. (5.7).
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